
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

FOR SALE 

LAND AT SCOTSTOUN, BANKFOOT, PERTHSHIRE (PH1 4AJ)   Self-build plot with Planning Permission           



 
  

ü Desirable Perthshire Village 
ü Planning permission granted for new home  (ref: 12/01535/IPL) 
ü Flexibility for bespoke house design 
ü Additional garden ground / paddock available 
ü Extensive views 
 

 
 

SCOTSTOUN, BANKFOOT, PERTHSHIRE, PH1 4AJ 

Lot 1 

Indicative Rear Perspective 



LOCATION 
The desirable Perthshire village of Bankfoot has a 

population of approximately 1,136 people and is located 

8.5 miles to the north of the city of Perth and 8 miles 

south of Dunkeld. The village has a local store, church, 

an inn and primary school while all the main amenities of 

a city can be found nearby in Perth.  

 

Bankfoot is very accessible - being within easy striking 

distance of the A9 with the main motorway networks 

beyond. The mainline railway station at Perth provides 

convenient rail-links to all the main Scottish cities. 

 

Perthshire is renowned for its beautiful countryside; the 

variety of sports and outdoor pursuits available 

including: golf; fishing; riding; shooting; stalking and the 

quality of its schools: Grammar and High Schools are 

available in Perth, and an excellent choice of public 

schools exist in the area such as: Glenalmond, 

Craigclowan, Kilgraston, Morrisons and Ardvreck. 

 

DESCRIPTION 
The property available for sale is a broadly rectangular 

site, located on the northern periphery of Bankfoot and 

so benefits from a lovely, semi-rural setting within a 

small enclave of around 5 houses but is within easy reach 

of the village centre.  

 

The site sits in a slightly elevated position and enjoys 

fine, unobscured views to the south across rolling open 

farmland and to the hills in the distance. 

 

 

www.smartandco.co.uk 

ADDITIONAL GROUND 
The site is 0.05 Hectares (0.12 acres) in size, but for 

those wishing a larger garden or potentially a paddock 

for a pony, our clients are willing to consider selling 

additional land adjacent to the site by negotiation. 
 
 



SERVICES 
We understand that mains electricity, water and 

drainage are available close the plot boundary.  

 

We are not aware of mains gas being in the vicinity.  
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PLANNING 
The site has been granted planning permission in 
principle in 2012 for the erection of a single house 
(reference: 12/01535/IPL) 
 
This has established that a new house can be built on 
the site, but the detail of the design has to be agreed. 
This means that the buyer of the plot can design their 
own house to suit them rather than inherit the design 
ideas of someone else, making this an excellent 
opportunity to create a truly bespoke and original new 
home. 
 
Further details of the consent is available from the 
selling agent or online by entering the above reference 
number at Perth & Kinross Councils website: 
http://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-

applications/search.do?action=advanced 

HOUSE DESIGN 
The drawing below is purely for illustration to show how 

a house can be configured and accommodated on the 

site. 

This is not prescriptive in any way and the buyer will be 

able to prepare plans of their own that best suit their 

preferences for a new bespoke house on the site. 

 
 

Rear Perspective 
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View from plot 



 
 

Messrs Smart & Co for themselves and for vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are give notice that: (i) the particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intended purchasers or lessees, and do not constitute, nor 
constitute part of, an offer or contract; (ii) all descriptions, dimensions, reference to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details are given without responsibility and any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely 
on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them; (iii) no person in the employment of Messrs Smart & Co has any authority to make or give any representation 
or warranty whatever in relation to this property. February 2015 

VIEWING & FURTHER INFORMATION  
Interested parties should arrange viewings through the sole 
selling agents and are advised to take appropriate care on 
site. Viewers do so at their own risk and neither the vendors 
nor Smart & Co accept any liability in respect of any 
damage or injury caused during or in connection with 
viewings. 
 
For any further information please contact: 
 
Doug Smart   

07850 517 323  

doug@smartandco.co.uk  

COSTS 
Each party will be responsible for their own costs in relation 
to the transaction, with the Purchaser being responsible for 
any VAT, SDLT/LBTT or registration dues. 
 
OFFERS 
Unconditional offers in the region of £75,000 are sought for 
the heritable (Freehold) interest in the site.  
 
Interested parties should note their interest in writing to the 
sole selling agents to ensure that they are informed of any 
closing date that may be set. The seller is not obliged to 
accept the highest or, indeed, any offer.  
 


